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The menu of Syps Grille from Hartford includes 10 menus. On average, menus or drinks on the card cost about
$8.8. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Syps Grille:

great food! ken and crew have brought nothing but amazing food and given us full beak! definitely recommend
their catering and even a quick lunch will be worth the trip! read more. As a guest, you can use the WiFi of the
establishment free of charge, And into the accessible rooms also come visitors with wheelchairs or physical

limitations. If the weather are right, you can also be served outside. What User doesn't like about Syps Grille:
my daughter dragged after a UConn game. hotdogs and pommes were super! ken and crew were friendly and let
us feel like family. plan them to return for some pernil! read more. Syps Grille from Hartford is a good option for a

bar if you want to have a drink after work and sit with friends or alone, and you can indulge in scrumptious
American meals like Burger or Barbecue. Even South American fresh seafood, meat, as well as corn and rice
are cooked here, Furthermore, the drinks menu in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and extensive

selection of beers from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Burger�
CHEESE BURGER $8.0

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
MEDIUM WINGS $10.0

Water
SODA

Sid� Star�
HOT DOG

Prim� M��-Burger
PLAIN BURGER $8.0

Wing�
SMALL WINGS $6.0

Jibarit�
CHICKEN JIBARITO $10.0

Jibarit�
PERNIL JIBARITO $10.0

Ho� Dog�
PLAIN HOT DOGS $3.0

CHEESE HOT DOGS $3.0

Mofong�
GARLIC SHRIMP MOFONGO $15.0

CREOLE SAUCE SHRIMP
MOFONGO $15.0

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

BEANS

PORK MEAT

CHILI

BEEF

CHEESE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -18:00
Tuesday 11:00 -18:00
Wednesday 11:00 -18:00
Thursday 11:00 -18:00
Friday 11:00 -24:00
Saturday 11:00 -24:00
Sunday 11:00 -18:00
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